Exploring the Contents of the Current and Pending Form

OSP Roundtable – May 2015
Reasons for Current and Pending

• Is the individual overcommitted
  ➢ The sum of the individual’s effort commitments may not exceed 100%

• Does scope overlap with other projects in the portfolio
  ➢ Overlap is when substantially the same research is proposed in more than one proposal

• Does budget overlap with other projects in the portfolio
  ➢ The proposal cannot request funding for an item already funded by another source.
Who Requires C & P Info

• Federal
• State
• Foundation
• Corporate/Industry
• Flow-Through
What should be included

• Depends on the solicitation

• Specific Form/format

• General Request

• Nothing
Where should C&P be included

• Depends on solicitation

• NSF, NIH & USDA/NIFA – Form/format

• DOE – Attach to Narrative

• Could be a separate document we create
Timing of C&P submission

• Depends on Solicitation
• Usually during proposal submission
• NIH – At JIT stage
• NYSTEM – At proposal and then updated at award.
Sample Solicitation Requests

- See attached
  - NSF
  - NIH
  - USDA
  - DOE
  - DARPA
  - USGS
  - NYSTEM
  - JDRF
  - Simon’s Foundation